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3D crosstalk is a critical factor determining the image quality of stereoscopic 3D displays. In order to improve it, 

various crosstalk characteriszation models are proposed. Conventionally, the 3D crosstalk can be expressed 

as ' ',L L R R R LY Y Y  Y Y Y     . Here, YL and YR represent the luminance for the left and right images, respectively. 

YL′ and YR′ are the actual luminance for left and right eye, respectively. αYR and αYL represent the crosstalkfrom 

right and left images. LCDs have a light leakage problem at a black state [2]. For example, luminance from red 

channel (YR) can be expressed as iYR YR YR YG YB    [2]. Here, ∆YR, ∆YG, and ∆YB represent the light 

leakage from red, green, and blue sub-pixels, respectively. YR
i
 represents the incremental luminance from red 

subpixels. We propose a new crosstalk characterization model considering the light leakage problem and show 

experimental results compared with the conventional method. 

We analyzed the crosstalk in steroscopic 3D displays as the following three steps :  First, we analyzed the 

luminance through the 3D glasses when the crosstalk does not exist. Figure 1(a) shows the conceptual image 

when the left and right images are red and black, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1(a), luminance for the left eye 

(YRL′) can be expressed as ' ( )i
L L L L L R R RYR YR YR YG YB YR YG YB        . Here, the parameters with 

subscript L or R represent the luminance information from left or right image in the panel. Secondly, we analyzed 

the luminance through the glasses when the crosstalk from the counterpart image exists. Figure 1(b) shows the 

conceptual image when the left and right images are red and green, respectively. In this case, the luminance 

information for the left eye may be distorted by the counterpart green pixels. As shown in Fig. 1(b), thus, 

luminance for the left eye can be expressed as ' ( )i i
L L L L L R R R R YR YR YR YG YB YG YR YG YB        . Finally, 

we can obtain the crosstalk information when the counterpart image on the panel is green by subtracting '
,step1LYR  

from '
,step2LYR . In this case, the crosstalk is αYGR

i
. Thus, conventional crosstalk model should be modified 

to ' ',i i
L L R R R LY Y Y  Y Y Y     . The cases of the X and Z tri-stimulus values are similar to the Y tri-stimulus value.  

We used 24 inch FHD IPS stereoscopic LCD panel and polarizer glasses. The measuring distance and the 

ambient luminance were 50 cm and 0 lux, respectively. In this condition, αX′, αY′, and αZ′ were the 0.2544, 

0.2522, and 0.2658, respectively. Following test pattern was used for experiments. 1. Left image: fixed green 

image (gray level 32). 2. Right image: yellow image varies from 0 to 255. Figure 1(c) shows the chromaticity 

coordinate, x and y, with and without crosstalk. In Fig. 1(c), the yellow and black rectangular dot represent the 

measurement x and y with/without crosstalk, respectively. The blue and red lines represent the results from the 

proposed and conventional model, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the proposed method can accurately predict 

the crosstalk regardless of counterpart images. 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual images (a) without and (b) with crosstalk. (c) Chromaticity coordinates, x and y 
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